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Endpoint Protection

Backup & Recovery

Document Management

Data Governance

Security & Compliance

GRC

Security Information & Event Management

TECHRISK
Secure your firm from threats Technical Operations Management

Systems Monitoring

Patch Management

Asset Management

Change Management

24/7 Help Desk Support

TECHOPS
Improve the way you work

Strategic Technology Planning & Budgeting

Software Selection & Implementation

System Migrations (On-Premise & Cloud)

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Better serve your clients 

vCISO vCIO

36+ years of legal industry experience36+ years of legal industry experience

A team of experienced cybersecurity/systems engineers, developers, dataA team of experienced cybersecurity/systems engineers, developers, data

architects, business analysts, vCIOs, vCISOs, and management consultantsarchitects, business analysts, vCIOs, vCISOs, and management consultants

ready to helpready to help

Serving law firms across the countryServing law firms across the country

Protecting the reputation of law firms with data governance & securityProtecting the reputation of law firms with data governance & security

servicesservices

Solving technology challenges by improving existing systems and processesSolving technology challenges by improving existing systems and processes

Eliminating operational downtime by increasing system reliability &Eliminating operational downtime by increasing system reliability &

performanceperformance

Providing 24x7x365 supportProviding 24x7x365 support

SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR LAW FIRM.

Finding a legal technology provider that understands the culture and

the way law firms work can take time and effort. There is no one-size-

fits-all solution to choosing a Managed Service Provider (MSP) or

Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP). The success of law firms

depends on their industry-specific experience and knowledge. That's

why firms turn to IVIONICS for their MSP & MSSP needs. 

IVIONICS understands law firm culture and has real-world experience.

Combining their knowledge of legal technology with identifying

potential opportunities has led to repeatable success for their clients.

IVIONICS, the information experts, has helped law firms for over 36

years. To help law firms make informed business decisions, they

provide detailed and honest information throughout their work.

Regardless of the objective, IVIONICS guarantees it can make a

difference for your firm.

A TRUSTED IT LAW PARTNER.



SECURING
YOUR FIRMS
REPUTATION.

LAW FIRM SECURITY PROTECTION

Your Trusted IT Law Firm PartnerYour Trusted IT Law Firm Partner
SECURITY SOLUTIONSSECURITY SOLUTIONS

TRUSTED BY LAW FIRMS

Today, understanding your law firm's security posture is more

important than ever. With IVIONICS cybersecurity experts, firms can

mitigate technology infrastructure risks and ensure compliance with

customized security protocols that provide support in the event of an

attack using robust security systems. As a result of working with

IVIONICS, your law firm will be able to:

Feel secure in knowing your law firm is protected from

unwanted attacks

Save time & money on:

Identifying the suitable security systems for your firm

Making sure your staff understands how to keep

your firm secure

Implementing a security process for your law firm

Alerts

Evaluates

Advises

Responds

Protect your law firm's intellectual property and data from threats

through IVIONICS' multi-tiered response system that:

Controls

Blocking Methods

Audits

Time-Based Policies

Defend your firm's IT systems against viruses, ransomware, and

other malicious software. Prevent attacks by using:

Actionable Results

Intuitive Reporting

Remediation Deployment

Identify vulnerabilities in unexpected places and prioritize

actionable threats by analyzing your firm's security posture. With

our system scans, you will spend less time and money on your IT

infrastructure with the following:
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Configure

Monitor

Adjust

Maintain

Management and configuration of your firm's front line of defense

have always been challenging with our enterprise-level security

solutions. You can do all this without additional staffing and

hardware costs. IVIONICS will:

URL classification

User Controls

Blocking Unwanted Traffic

Threat Reporting

Establish a highly secure, private, resilient, and manageable

internet connection. It's a scalable solution for blocking malicious

and dangerous domains by providing the following:

Risk Assessments

Policy Direction

Coordinating Incidents

Compliance Protocols

Firms needing more security expertise and resources can use this

solution to address today's challenges. Giving firms the

appropriate safety measures needed to protect against a cyber

attack with:

Interactive Courses

Compliance Training

Simulation Testing with Real-Life Scenarios

Employees are taught security awareness skills and the knowledge

needed to prevent attacks. Stay informed & test your employees

through:

www.ivionics.com

YOUR SECURITY PARTNER

Keeping up with security trends is crucial, and having a certified

security expert who understands how law firms work is essential.

IVIONICS has provided technology and security services to legal

professionals for over 36 years. Find out how IVIONICS can protect

your firm's reputation today.
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Detecting

Containing

Analyzing

Remediating

Recovering

Notifying the Executive Team

Certified security professionals guide you through a comprehensive

process for handling and addressing possible threats. We respond

to attacks by:



Your Trusted IT Law Firm PartnerYour Trusted IT Law Firm Partner

CONSULTATION SERVICESCONSULTATION SERVICES

ADVISORY
SERVICES FOR
YOUR LAW
FIRM.

EXPERT ADVICE
Over the last 36 years, IVIONICS has provided legal and regulatory

support to law firms, corporations, and regulatory agencies. Using

the power of information, they transform day-to-day legal

operations digitally and provide years of experience with

technology so that law firms can achieve their strategic goals.

IVIONICS offers the following benefits to its partners:

36+ years of legal industry experience

Expertise in legal technology & IT strategy

In-depth knowledge of legal operations

Honest & reliable information

IT CONSULTING PRACTICES

Information & Cybersecurity

Keeping your law firm secure is essential. Security breaches can damage

your firm's reputation and cost you time and money. IVIONICS provides

both information security and cybersecurity consulting services. A SOC-

compliant security expert will recommend preventing unauthorized

access, countering threats, protecting confidential information, and

disrupting, destroying, and modifying data for your firm. IVIONICS

informs legal firms on how to resolve and implement security measures to

prevent disruptions. Whether your law firm has experienced a security

breach or needs to improve its security posture, the IVIONICS team can

help.
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Data Governance & GRC

Security and compliance must be balanced when protecting your

law firm's data. Data governance policies preserve your firm's

sensitive data, and GRC gives you the framework to create a secure

environment. The IVIONICS team advises law firms on best

practices in governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) and data

governance. 

vCIO & vCISO

Only some law firms have a CIO & CISO who strategizes and

understands current technology practices while guiding a team

of IT professionals. IVIONICS vCIO (Virtual Chief Information

Officer) and vCISO (Virtual Chief Information Security Officer)

services provide your firm's IT expertise and leadership.

Change Management & Software Selection

Change Management and Software Selection services are helpful

for law firms looking to upgrade, change, or are unsure of what

technology or software to use. IVIONICS provides law firms with the

best software solutions and integration processes to maximize

productivity and minimize downtime.

YOUR CONSULTING PARTNER

The IVIONICS team is here to help if you are still determining the

next step for your law firm. An IT consultant who is experienced,

dedicated, and trustworthy is an essential part of a law firm's IT

strategy. You can count on IVIONICS to provide honest and reliable

legal technology information. For trusted advice, you can explore

IVIONICS consultation solutions today.


